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... and for that matter, ions 





● Things going on




● 100BC – 1200
● Astrolabes, planispheres
● 1876 – 1950
● Mechanical computers
● 1940 – 1970
● Electric / analog comp.
































● High sensitivity to initial 
conditions – chaos





























Boolean logic and arithmetic. Discrete computation 
schemes, clocked CPUs, von Neumann architecture... 





The full description of quantum mechanics is given by 
a function [with] too many variables [...] How can we 
simulate quantum mechanics? [...]
● Let the computer be built with quantum 
mechanical elements that obey quantum 
mechanical laws
● Let the computer be a logical universal 
automaton, can we imitate [quantum 
mechanics]?
R. P. Feynmann, Simulating Physics with Computers,




● Q degrees of freedom
● Qubit zeroing
● Qubit measurement
● Single qubit ops
● Two qubit operation
● Steps:
● Design algorithm
● Stir and control well
0 0 0 0
Efficiency?
Accuracy?




● Q degrees of freedom
● Qubit zeroing
● Qubit measurement




● Stir and control well
0 0 0 0
U f=exp −i H  t 














● Replacing very diffcult experiments.
● Avoiding impossible calculations
● Implementing new physics and new materials or 
systems that do not yet exist.
● Explore symmetries and operations that are 
impossible in nature: C, P, T...
● Mastering the control of quantum systems.








● Oldest of Q technologies
● Well known Q d.o.f.
● Easy to manipulate
● Coherence, lifetime
Solid state



































Contact Long range: Coulomb, 

















M. Greiner et al, Nature 415, 39-44 (2002)
  
Exchange interactions
S.  Trotzky et al, Science, 319, p.295-299 (2008)
L. M. Duan et al, PRL 91, 090402 (2003)










Reversal of exchange interactions
S.  Trotzky et al, Science, 319, p.295-299 (2008
JJGR, M.A. Martín-Delgado, J. I. Cirac, PRL 93, 250405 (2004) ) 
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U n∣n 〉 〈n∣
S. Will et al, Nature 465, 197-201 (2010)
  
Many-body interactions
S. Will et al, Nature 465, 197-201 (2010)
  
Dissipative interactions
N. Syassen et al, Science, 320 p.1329 (2008) 
H on−site≃{0 n=0,1∞ n≥2 ∣
  
Dissipative interactions





D. Jaksch, P. Zoller, New J. Phys. 5, 26 (2003)
K. Osterloh et al, PRL 95 010403 (2005)
H hop=∑
〈 j , k 〉





Time of fight images
















W. S. Bakr et al, Nature 462 (2009)
  
Single atom imaging
Jacob F. Sherson et al, Nature 467, 68-72 (2010)
  
Single atom imaging





E. Alba, G. Toth, JJGR arXiv:1007.0985





















i ℏ∂t=[ p22mV x ]
E2=c2 p2m2c4
● Non-relativistic kinetic 
and potential energy









Dirac equation in 1D
[c pmc2 ]=0
{c[0−i ℏc ∂t 1 −i ℏ∂x]mc2}=0
i ℏ∂t=[−i ℏ∂xmcV el x ]




combined of atom 
internal states x 
motional states.
L. Lamata et al, PRL, 98, 253005 (2007)
i ℏ∂t=[ x pmc zec V el x]
  
Built from pieces









combined of atom 
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L. Lamata et al, PRL, 98, 253005 (2007)




C. Roos et al. Nature 463, 68-71 (2010)
  
Experiment I1: Klein paradox
● A particle may turn into antiparticle and enter 
repulsive potential barriers.
J. Casanova et al Phys Rev A, 82 020101 (2010)
[c pmc2−e x ]=0
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Jiannis Pachos (U. Leeds)
R. Blatt, C. Roos, R. Gerritsma (IQOQI Innsbruck)
  
Quantum Simulation workshop
Benasque Workshop on Quantum Simulation
1-4 March, 2011
http://benasque.org/2011qs/
Registration open!!!
